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Abstract
Objectives: Increased data generation mandates a highly scalable and powerful processing framework for root cause analysis. The objective is to identify such a framework by analyzing the existing processing architectures. Methods/Analysis:
In-order to identify the best processing architecture for root-cause analysis, the existing architectures are divided in terms
of sequential processing using python, CPU based parallelization, Hadoop MapReduce and Spark based parallel in-memory
processing. Pre-processing the input text was identified to be the most process intensive component of any text based
processing framework. Hence this module of the proposed root-cause analysis framework is implemented and is used for
analysis. Findings: Performance is measured in terms of scalability, processing time, applicability, usability considering
the streaming nature of data. Pre-processing module of the proposed framework is implemented in all of the considered
processing architectures. Throttle points for each of the techniques is documented. It was identified that the scalability levels provided by sequential systems were not sufficient to handle the voluminous data. Considering the parallel approaches
namely, CPU parallel, Hadoop MapReduce and Spark, it was identified that the CPU parallel approach exhibits effective
performance until a certain level, after which the architecture fails. Hadoop and Spark based techniques exhibits high scalability levels, due to the underlying HDFS structure. However, their pros and cons in terms of other metrics indicate that the
in-memory technique used by Sparkworks best both in terms of scalability and time complexity levels. Due to the dynamic
nature of data under consideration, Spark architecture was identified to be the best for a root-cause analysis architecture.
Novelty/ Improvement: A novel root-cause analysis framework incorporating pre-processing modules, aspect extraction
and fuzzy based sentiment identification of aspects, rather than the conventional polarity analysis is proposed.
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1. Introduction
Increase in automation and reduction in communication
costs has led to a huge increase in the data being generated. The advantage of such data is that it is information
rich and hence can be mined to obtain very valuable
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knowledge. Problem arises during the process of mining
such data. Increase in the amount of data generated was
not proportional to the technological development. Data
generation has shown huge growth, while technological
enhancement has shown its growth with respect to Moore’s
Law.1 This acts as a huge downside when considering the
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process of analyzing data. This gap in the technological
development has been compensated for by introducing
the concept of parallelization. The introduction of parallelism was also due to the inability to incorporate units
of higher processing capabilities into a single chip due
to power constraints.2,3 Hence multiple processing units
were integrated into a single chip and they were made to
operate in parallel by sharing a single workload. Though
this process has considerably reduced the response time,
speed of the memory devices has become the next throttle
point. Expected speedups are achieved if the data involved
fits into the main memory. When the data size exceeds
this limit, thrashing is performed by switching data from
hard disk to main memory and vice versa. Since the access
speed of secondary storage units are very low compared
to main memory, the processing times are automatically
increased.
This paper presents an in-memory solution for processing huge streaming data such that it exhibits low data
access times hence exhibiting better speedup.
The architecture proposed in this paper comprises of
several independent components. These components and
their corresponding contributions available in literature
are discussed in this section.
Aspect/ Opinion mining, being a mature domain,
contains several contributions to its credit. A review
on mining components from unstructured reviews
is presented in the article. 4 This review analyzes
computational techniques, models and algorithms
available for identifying aspects from unstructured
reviews. A method to enrich the knowledge bases
using context based approaches is presented.5 This
method focuses mainly on large semantic knowledge
bases. This method identifies ambiguous semantic
terms and enriches them by incorporating them with
domain specific information. Since several information retrieval techniques rely on knowledge from
real time customer generated data, enriching the
knowledge bases is of huge priority. Surveys on the
impact of social media data on the sentiment analysis
schemes is proposed.6,7 The importance of sentiment
contextualization in the area of opinion mining is
emphasized. 8 Existing context-aware approaches uses
language models 9, vector space modeling, linguistic
patterns, rule based approaches or apply sentenceand discourse-based context shifters. 10-13 POS based
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contextual polarity analysis is presented in the article.14 This method uses Principle Component Analysis
(PCA) to select components from the source domain.
Context knowledge based semantic lexicon enrichment is another huge area of research. 15 A subtopic
based mining using aspects obtained from query is
presented in the presented article.16 This method
mines aspects directly or indirectly from the query
and hence obtains subtopics related to the current
query. A sampling based sentiment mining approach
for e-commerce applications was presented.17 This
technique relies upon vector models to create and
effectively process Twitter streams. Emoticons are
also considered as intrinsic parts of sentiment analysis due to the emergence of social media data. This as
a major part of the analytics framework is discussed.18
Another technique incorporating microblogs for sentiment analysis was proposed19 Several applications
of aspect mining include customer preference about
tourism products, customer opinion mining on tourism, analyzing movie reviews, customer relationship
management, analyzing online reviews etc.20-24

2. Proposed Architecture
Root Cause Analysis (RCA) from text is chosen as the
field of operation, as it requires faster processing of huge
amount of data. Root Cause Analysis is the process of
identifying the root cause of the problem, whose removal
would prevent an undesirable event from occurring.
RCA from text specific to a domain can reveal several
aspects of the domain and their polarity as perceived
by the users/ customers. Sentiment mining plays a vital
role in this process in segregating the text based on their
polarity.
A fast and effective RCA technique that can be used
on huge streaming data is presented in Figure 1. The initial data preprocessing includes tokenization, stemming
and normalization. This is followed by aspect extraction, which extracts single aspects, followed by multiple
aspects. Aspect sentiments are identified and polarity
based segregation divides the data into positive and
negative classes. Root causes are then identified using
Significant Term Aggregation (STA). The root causes
identified are then ranked and displayed to the user
based on the threshold.
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2.2 Aspect Extraction
Aspect extraction is the process of identifying objects
of importance in a text. A text may contain one or several aspects of importance. These aspects determine the
polarity and the context of the text. Aspect extraction
is carried out by initially identifying the entities contained in the text. An entity is a noun around which the
text is built upon. Aspects are sub-categories of entities.
Domain ontology is one of the major requirements for
aspect extraction. The ontology serves as the rule base in
identifying the aspects. Usually aspects are identified in
the form of 1-gram words. Since the aspects combined
with several other phrases has the probability of inversing the polarity of the text, this approach uses both
1-gram and n-gram extraction of aspects. The n-gram
retrieval is not constant. Instead, the neighbors are analyzed and are selected heuristically based on several
criterion. An n-gram aspect is always preferred over a
(n-1)-gram aspect. An added advantage is that n-gram
based aspect extraction automatically eliminates several
commonly occurring structures in the text automatically.

2.3 Fuzzy Sentiment Identification and
Polarity based Segregation

Figure 1. Fast and Effective Root Cause Analysis of Huge
Streaming Data using In-Memory Processing Techniques.

2.1 Data Preprocessing
Data Preprocessing involves using several techniques to
identify the major components of the text.25 The data preprocessing framework in our architecture involves three
major components; tokenization, stemming and normalization. Tokenization deals with identifying the independent
components of the text. Stemming eliminates affixes (prefix
and suffix) from a word to obtain the seed word. Current
approach utilizes the Porter Stemmer 2, a popular version
of the algorithm proposed.26 Normalization converts the
text to canonical format so that uniformity can be achieved
in the corpus. The process involves a large data corpus, as
tokenizer is directly applied on the raw data. Hence a huge
amount of processing is required.
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The extracted aspects are passed to the sentiment identification phase. Sentiment identification is the process of
identifying the polarity of the aspect under analysis. Since
the current approach extracts several aspects from the
text, every aspect is passed through this phase to obtain
its corresponding sentiment. An aspect may not necessarily be positive or negative. A single aspect may contain
a level of both positive and negative polarities associated
with it. Hence the proposed approach operates on fuzzy
semantic levels rather than defined polarities. In case of a
1-gram aspect, both the positive and the negative magnitudes of the aspect are considered, while in case of n-gram
aspects, a single polarity is chosen based on the surrounding text and its magnitude corresponding to the given
aspect is chosen. This phase is followed by the segregation
of aspects based on their polarity. In case of aspects with
both polarity levels, the aspect is duplicated and is copied
to both the sections. The end of this phase builds a polarity based repository containing list of aspects exhibiting
features corresponding to that category. The unstructured
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data analyzed until this phase is then converted to structured data of the form

{ entity, aspect, context,sentiment, opinion holder, time} (1)
Where entity is the object under consideration, context is used to identify the context in which the review
is given (weightage could be provided based on context), sentiment can be Positive, Negative or Neutral,
opinion holder is the one who expressed the opinion
(could be a combination of fields), better if the gender,
location, age, occupation etc. could be identified and
added to this component and time represents the timestamp when the opinion is expressed. This structured
data maps the customer with the aspects and their
corresponding sentiments and is called the customer
aspect mapping table.

2.4 Root Cause Identification using STA
Identification of root causes is performed by identifying
aspects with high impacts. This is performed by performing Significant Term Aggregation (STA). Identifying the
significant terms requires identification of their Term
Frequency (TF) and Inverted Document Frequency
(IDF). Term Frequency/ Inverted Document Frequency
(TF-IDF) is a statistic that determines the importance of
a word in a huge collection of documents. This is a comparative system, which identifies the importance of a
word in the domain based repository and the importance
of the word in the global repository. This helps identify
the significance of the word with respect to the current
operating domain.
tfidf ( t=
, d , D ) tf ( t , d ) × idf ( t , D )



(2)

Term Frequency (TF) and the Inverted Document
Frequency (IDF) are calculated using the below formulae.27, 28
f (t, d )
tf ( t , d ) =
(3)
count ( w, d )


where f(t,d) refers to the number of times the word t
is present in the document d and count(w,d) refers to the
number of words in the document d.
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idf ( t , D ) = log log

N
{ d ∈ D∶t ∈ d }



(4)

where, N is the total number of documents in the
corpus, and is the number of documents that contains
word t. If the term is not in the corpus, then it will
lead to a divide-by-zero error, hence it is also common to adjust the denominator toTerms with high
significance corresponds to terms with high TF-IDF
values. This process is carried out individually on
repositories containing positive and negative aspects.
The results are ranked in decreasing order according to the TF-IDF scores. A threshold is maintained
and values falling below the threshold are pruned to
obtain the final set of root causes independently in
each polarity domain.
The identified root causes are mapped with the customer aspect mapping table to obtain the customer/
customers concerned about the particular aspect and the
polarity of their review. The rank of concerned customer/
customers is analyzed and the final product based recommendations are obtained.

2.5 Dataset Analysis
The datasets that are considered for the current study
includes Twitter API 29, Google API and the New York
Times API.29-31 Major properties of such API is that they
do not provide the datasets as a whole. Instead, the user
is required to query the database to obtain a set of results
according to the query. The number of results returned
via the APIs are constrained (even for registered users).
Hence the users are either required to wait for the
required amount of data and then begin the processing,
or the users need to perform their processing on-the-go
with the data block available in hand. One major drawback is that this data cannot be used as-such. It is noisy
and contains several components other than the actual
data.
A snapshot of the data returned from New York Times
API is presented in Figure 2. The data is in JSON format
representing several components including the actual
data required by the application. Elimination of undesired components become mandatory. This process is
then followed by in-memory processing of data to obtain
the root causes.
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3.2 Parallel Processing Techniques
Parallel processing is one of the areas on the raise due
to the increase in the parallel processing architectures
and improved parallel processing capabilities. This section describes two of the most basic parallel processing
architectures available and their advantages over other
architectures.

3.2.1 CPU based Parallelization

Figure 2. A Sample Snapshot of API Data.

3.

Solutions under Consideration

The following solutions were considered for performing
root cause analysis on huge streaming data.

3.1 Map Reduce Paradigm (Sequential)
Processing Techniques
Map Reduce is a parallel problem solving method that
divides the process into two basic phases; Mapper
phase and the Reducer phase. The mapper phase usually performs the processing and the reducer phase
aggregates the data presented by the mapper phase to
provide the final results. Though this is a parallel problem solving architecture, it can operate effectively even
in a sequential working scenario. Scalability of this
system is constrained by the main memory, hence the
scaling level of this architecture is the level of the main
memory involved in the processing system. Though
the property of utilizing the main memory storage is a
constraint in terms of scaling, it provides an advantage
to this approach by speeding up the process to provide
faster results. Hence the applicability of this approach
is constrained in the areas involving less data and more
processing. Our approach implements the Map Reduce
paradigm implemented in sequential context in Python
and efficiency obtained in this approach is discussed in
section 4.
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CPUs form the basic component of any computing system. Due to the increase in the processing capabilities
of individual CPUs and the introduction of multi-core
CPUs has paved way for effective parallelization using
them. Major advantage of this approach is that it is
closely coupled with the operating system, hence provides high efficiencies. The major downside of this
approach is its inability to process huge amounts of data.
This also constraints the scalability of the architecture to
a large extent.

3.2.2 Hadoop
In order to effectively utilize huge data and bring about
effective parallel processing, HDFS was introduced.
Hadoop architecture works on this file system, thereby
utilizing a large memory and performing parallel processing in it. Data stored in HDFS is treated as a group of
bytes, rather than its structured form. This makes HDFS
suitable for Big Data, where Volume, Velocity and Variety
of data play a major role. Hence this architecture is highly
scalable and can accommodate data of any size. The tradeoff comes from the fact that the accommodation of large
data requires appropriate indexing techniques, so any
processing requires a constant data retrieval time. Hence
this makes the approach suitable only for very large
amounts of data, while operations on small data indicates
unnecessary data retrieval latencies.

3.2.3 Spark
Efficiency provided by Hadoop architectures are not sufficient in recent working environments due to the huge time
requirements. HDFS operates on the basis of secondary
memory. Even though operations are performed in parallel, they are not suitable for real time faster processing
environments. Spark utilizes in-memory based operation,
thereby utilizing the main memory of the systems to the
maximum extent in-order to reduce the processing time.
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4. Results and Discussion
The preprocessing phase was implemented and experiments were conducted to observe the efficiencies exhibited
by the techniques discussed in Section 4. Implementations
were carried using C#.NET for analyzing CPU based parallelization, Python based MapReduce implementation
for analyzing the Map Reduce Paradigm implemented in
sequential context using Python, Python based Hadoop
implementation for Hadoop and PySpark for analyzing
its efficiency on in-memory processing. Experiments
were conducted on the book dataset obtained from the
presented article.32 Figures 3-9 are constructed by applying a single dataset on all the approaches and identifying
their processing capabilities.

Figure 5. CPU Parallel Vs. Spark.

Figure 6. MapReduce Vs. Hadoop MapReduce.

Figure 3. MapReduce Vs. CPU Parallel.

Figure 7. MapReduce Vs. Spark.
Figure 4. CPU Parallel Vs. Hadoop MR.

A comparison between C# Parallel implementation
and all the other methods under discussion are presented
in Figure 3-5. It could be observed that irrespective of the
technique, CPU parallel implementations exhibit faster
processing rates. This occurs due to the flexibility available for the CPU parallel implementations to directly
utilize the main memory.
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Figure 8. Spark Vs. Hadoop MapReduce.
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Figure 9. Time Comparison for Preprocessing.

A comparison between the Map Reduce paradigm in
sequential context and Spark based implementation is
presented in Figure 7. It can be observed that the Spark
based implementation exhibits higher time requirements
when compared with the implementation of Map Reduce
paradigm in sequential context.
A comparison between Hadoop Map Reduce and
Spark based implementation of the pre-processing phase
is shown in Figure 8. It could be observed that the tokenization and the stemming phases show similar processing
times, while the normalization phase shows that Hadoop
based implementations exhibit faster processing when
compared to Spark based implementations. The quantified results for time comparison is presented in Table 1.

depend largely on the main memory. On exceeding this
level, CPU based implementations fail to operate.
Time comparison between parallel variants of the
preprocessing algorithm is presented in Figure 10. It
could be observed that CPU based parallel implementations exhibited linear increase with respect to the data
size varying from 1 to 100. At the throttle point of 400,
the algorithm achieved its maximum limit and hence
exhibited and exponential time increase. The Hadoop
Map Reduce algorithm also showed similar increase, but
it remained scalable due to the huge memory support
provided by HDFS. The Spark based algorithm, though
exhibited high time requirements, and was more robust
to increase in data, in terms of processing time. Even with
huge increase in the size of data, the time requirements
did not raise much, hence providing a stable platform
for processing. The aggregated time for preprocessing is
shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Time Comparison on Various Platforms
Tokenization Stemming Normalization
MapReduce

45

690

890596

CPU Parallel
Hadoop
MapReduce

470

14

122016

12000

13000

787000

Spark

12000

12000

1824000

The aggregated time taken for the preprocessing is
shown in Figure 9. It could be observed that the time
taken for the entire preprocessing phase is the least in
CPU based parallelization techniques and increases in the
order of Hadoop based Map-Reduce, Map Reduce paradigm in sequential context and finally Spark.
In order to identify the threshold points to identify the
performance increase in in-memory techniques, the data
set size was varied gradually until the throttle point of 400
books, where the CPU based implementations exhibited
very huge time requirements. This observation correlated
with the fact that CPU based parallel implementation
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Figure 10. Time Comparison of Parallel Algorithms (Data
Size).
Table 2. Aggregated Time Taken for Pre-Processing
Technique

Time (ms)

Python

1057975

MapReduce

891331

CPU Parallel

122500

Hadoop MapReduce

812000

Spark

1848000

Time variance exhibited by the parallel variants of
the pre-processing algorithm is presented in Figure 11.
It could be observed that Hadoop based implementation
exhibits very high variance, followed by CPU based parallel implementation. Though it has moderate variance, the
throttle point for the CPU based implementation remains
low due to memory constraints. The Spark based implementation exhibits very low variance. Even this method
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exhibited high processing times with smaller data, it was
observed that the increase in time is very low with respect
to the increase in the data size. Since the data for Spark
can be obtained from HDFS, it is also more robust to
increase in data. This scalability factor makes in-memory
based processing techniques best candidates for processing huge streaming data.

Figure 11. Variance Ratios of Parallel Algorithms.

5. Conclusion
This paper presents analysis of techniques that can be used
on huge streaming data to obtain a fast and scalable system. Root cause analysis using aspect mining techniques
on huge data is considered as the domain of operation.
CPU based parallelization, Map Reduce Paradigm in
sequential context, Hadoop and in-memory processing using Spark were used for analysis. It was observed
from the results that Map Reduce paradigm in sequential context and CPU based techniques are constrained
by data size, while Hadoop based techniques exhibit linear increase in processing times. Spark based techniques
exhibiter higher processing times when compared with
other techniques in the initial stages. As the data size is
increased, it was observed that the variance exhibited by
in-memory based Spark is much lower when compared
to the other techniques and after a throttle point, it was
observed that Spark based technique exhibited more
efficient processing speeds when compared to other
techniques.
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